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Background:  

Despite the dominance of multinational firms like Apple and Samsung in the global smartphone market (Exhibit 1), 

the competition in China is much more intense. In 2016, there are approximately 300 smartphone developers in the 

Chinese Market. One reason for that is the loose regulations on innovation and patent rights in China. On the contrary, 

since it is not easy to access foreign social interactive platforms and mail sites in China, the nation has established its 

own networking sites and communicational apps like ‘Weibo’ & ‘QQ’, leading to the tremendous success of locally-

made smartphones. Transaction value in 2015 has risen 291.67% (470 million yuan), comparing to the sales figures in 

2011 (120 million yuan) [1].   

Now the question is, whether it is possible for China’s smartphone developers to invade the foreign market, and how 

can this ongoing momentum revolutionise the whole business landscape. 

In this report, there is a brief introduction of three China breakout stars in the 2015 smartphone market, namely 

‘Smartisan’, ‘Meizu’ and ‘OnePlus’, followed by a summary of their industrial rivalry, with market performance 

evaluation and forecast based on various aspects. 

 

A Glimpse of the Industry: 

A research report from IDC has estimated the smartphone shipments from China, which exports in 2015 were 

expected to grow 10.4% (1.44 billion units), a significant drop from the 27.5% growth last year [2]. Though this might 

indicate the market saturation of mobile phones, China-made smartphones were less preferable due to the release of 

new iPhones and Andriod phones in 2015.  

Still, the competitive scenario wasn’t that bad for the young blood, and 2015 was a year of harvest to them.  In early 

2015, Alibaba Group announced an investment of US$590 million in Meizu Technology Corporation for a minority 

stake in the company, paving the way for Meizu to access to the e-commerce giant’s system [3].   

Others like Smartisan and OnePlus were focusing on the innovation and manufacturing of their smartphones, which 
were the build-up models of the previous ones. OnePlus' latest smartphone, the OnePlus 2, went on sale from August 
11, 2015, with the handset already crossing 1 million reservations for invitees [4], and 500,000 devices were sold in 
just one summer. On the other hand, Smartisan made its promise to announce the Smartisan T2 smartphone based 
on the Android OS system [5], with the previous T1 smartphone received the internationally renowned "iF Design Gold 
Award" in the same year [6].   
  
‘’During the research and developmental stages, shortage of funds was obviously one of the most serious barriers to 

the launch of innovative products, so the newcomers were looking for better sales and marketing strategies, plus a 

wider array of mobile offerings and experiences to compensate their weaknesses.’’ said Wang Jian, Alibaba’s chief 

technology officer, commenting on the reasons for funding Meizu [3].  

 

http://meizu.com/
https://oneplus.net/
http://www.androidcentral.com/oneplus-2
http://www.androidcentral.com/oneplus-crosses-1-million-reservations-oneplus-2


 

 

Company Overview: 

 

 

Smartisan Technology Co., Ltd. 锤子科技（北京）有限公司 

 

Industry: Customer Electronics                            Founded: May 28, 2012 
Headquarters: Beijing, China                                Area Served: China 
Website: www.smartisan.com 

Slogan: Artisanship in the smartphone era. 
 

Products: 
Smartisan OS (2013) 
Smartisan T1  (2014) 
Jianguo (2015),     Smartisan T2 (2015),     Smartisan Earphone (2015) 

 

 
Summary:  
Smartisan Technology Co., Ltd., is a Chinese multinational technology company headquartered in Beijing, China, 
that designs, develops, and sells consumer electronics and online services.Its hardware products include the 
Smartisan smartphone and the Smartisan earphone. Smartisan's consumer software includes the Smartisan OS 
operating systems. Its online services include the Smartisan Store, the Smartisan OS App Store and Smiling Cloud. 

 

 

 

 

MEIZU Technology Co., Ltd 魅族科技有限公司 
 
Industry: Customer Electronics                          Founded: 2003 

Headquarters: Zhuhai, Guangdong, China           Area Served: Worldwide 

Website: Meizu.com 

 

Products: 
(Current Models) 

Meizu m2 (2015) Mid-range smartphone 
Meizu m2 note (2015) Upper mid-range smartphone 
Meizu MX5 (2015) Flagship smartphone 
Meizu MX4 Ubuntu Edition (2015) Flagship smartphone 

 

 
Summary:  
Meizu Technology Co., Ltd. is a Chinese consumer electronics company based in Zhuhai,  
Guangdong province, China. Founded in 2003, Meizu began as a manufacturer of MP3 players and later MP4 
players. As of 2008, Meizu moved its focus from MP3 and MP4 players to smartphones, with their first smartphone 
being the Meizu M8. Meizu is one of the top ten smartphone manufacturers in China with 8.9 million units sold 
worldwide in the first half of 2015. 

 

 

 

 

OnePlus  一加科技 

 

Industry: Mobile Phones                                         Founded: December 16, 2013 
Headquarters: Shenzhen, Guangdong, China     Area Served: Worldwide 
Website: http://oneplus.net/ 

Slogan: Never settle. 
 

Products: OnePlus One (2014)     OnePlus 2 (2015)     OnePlus X (2015) 
OnePlus Icons               OxygenOS                OnePlus Powerbank       

 

 
Summary:  
OnePlus was founded on 16 December 2013 by former Oppo vice president Pete Lau and Carl Pei. The company's 
main goal was to design a smartphone that would balance high-end quality with a lower price than other phones in 
its class, believing that users would "never settle" for the lower-quality devices produced by other companies. 
Currently OnePlus entered into an exclusive licensing agreement with Cyanogen Inc. to base its products' Android 
distribution upon a variant of the popular custom ROM CyanogenMod and use its trademarks outside of China. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Meizu_m2&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meizu_m2_note
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meizu_MX5
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Meizu_MX4_Ubuntu_Edition&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhuhai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guangdong
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meizu_M8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oppo_Electronics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pete_Lau
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyanogen_Inc.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CyanogenMod


 

 

Financial Position and Performance Analysis 

[Remark]: In China, organizations tend not to fully disclose their financial positions, including capital valuation and 

assets to liability ratios etc. The following is a list of supplementary information for forecasting the companies’ 

operation efficiency and sustainable growth.  

 

 
Smartisan Technology 
Co., Ltd. 

锤子科技（北京）有限公司 

 

 

 

 
MEIZU Technology 
Co., Ltd 

魅族科技有限公司 

 

 

 
OnePlus   

一加科技 

 

 
Gross Profit: [last updated in 2013] 
Not Given 
Net Profit: [last updated in 2013] 
Not Given 
 
Total Equity Funding: 40.45M [7] 
- $11.45M / Series A (Dec, 2013) 
- $29M / Venture (Apr, 2014)  

 
Gross Profit: [last updated in 2013] 
US$ 451.5 million 
Net Profit: [last updated in 2013] 
US$ 16.4 million  
 
Total Equity Funding: 890M [8] 
- $300M / Series A (Jul, 2014) 
- $590M / Private Equity  
(Feb, 2015, Lead Investor: Alibaba)  

 
Gross Profit: [last updated in 2014] 
US$ 300+ million [9] 
Net Profit: [last updated in 2014] 
Not Given  
 
Total Equity Funding:  
- Not available 

 

Obviously Meizu took the lead in terms of financial assets backup, with the funding support from Alibaba, the company 
has launched 4 modified smartphone models in 2015. Such investment in Meizu represents a significant expansion of 
the Alibaba Group ecosystem and an important step in the overall mobile strategy [3]. 
 
Despite Smartisan’s unwillingness to disclose its operating performance and details of product sales, its ‘Smartisan 
T1’ smartphone model has earned a good reputation among the buyers [6], generating a higher churning rate for 
supporters of other brands, paving the way for further equity financing and advancement of smartphone models. Their 

total raised capital and the newly released ‘Smartisan T2 4G’ have validated this point. 

 
Established in 2013, OnePlus is undoubtedly the youngest mobile phone company comparing to its peers. With the 
pursuit of artistic design and simplified operational control in developing its smartphones, it is expected that the 
company will disclose more comprehensive financial records when its operating performance is satisfactory, in favour 
of attracting investors and brand advertisement.  

 
Product Comparison and User Feedback 
 
Customer review can contribute to the betterment of product 
innovation, and update the companies regarding the market 
expectation. Here we have chosen one latest model (on sale for 
more than 9 months) from each brand, and compare the 
products with accordance to their functionalities, design, and 
marketing strategies etc. 
 

 
Product Comparison Chart 

[10] Official 
Price 

CPU Cores RAM 
Rear 

camera 
Front-

camera 
Latest 

OS 
Special Features 

(Extract)  
Battery 

Capacity 

Smartisan T1 
4G 

 

¥3500 
(16G) 

 
¥3650 
(32G) 

Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 

801 

Quad-core 
2.5 GHz 

2 GB, 
933 MHz 

12.78 
MP 

5 
MP 

Smartisan 
OS 1.5 

(Android  
44 KitKat) 

- Charging 
 

- Mass Storage 

2570 mAh 
 

 

OnePlus One 

 

 
¥1640 
(16G) 

 

Krait 400 
2.5 GHz 

(2457 MHz) 
quad-core 

3 GB, 
933 MHz 

13.13 
MP 

4.92 
MP 

Cyanogen 
OS 11 

(Android 
4.4.2 

KitKat) 

- Digital Image    
  Stabilization 
 

- Macro Mode 
3100 mAh 

 

Meizu M1 Note 

 

 
¥999 
(16G) 

 

Cortex-A53 
Octa-core 
1.7 GHz 

2 GB, 
800 MHz 

13 
MP 

5 
MP 

Android 
4.4 or up 
gradable 

to 5.0 
Lollipop 

- Panorama 
 

- Self-timer 
 

- Scene Mode 
 

- Blue filter glass 

3100 mAh 

  

https://www.crunchbase.com/funding-round/45beaa4dbe0a957461ff1a8f3dde626f
https://www.crunchbase.com/funding-round/9ea99184507c81ed53f721061111af06
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_dollar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_dollar
https://www.crunchbase.com/funding-round/12f3b63533f69748d082e84709aeb456
https://www.crunchbase.com/funding-round/a6f4d57debab241fd3416359a895c56c
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_dollar
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Smartisan_T2&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_version_history#Android_4.4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_version_history#Android_4.4


 
 
User Opinions & Reviews 

 Comparative Advantages   Shortcomings 

Smartisan T1 
4G 

 

- Android-based Smartisan OS, with unique and differentiating 
UI and UX features 
 

- Outstanding Audio performance with OPA2604 op-amp chip, 
that decrease distortion, noise and resultantly increase audio 

frequency [11] 

- Noticeably less internal storage comparing to iPhone 6 
 

- Lack of  dual-led flash, delivering a poorer colour 
balance to photos and videos 
 

- Sizably larger semiconductor size, indicates that the 

process to create the chip is older [12] 
 

OnePlus One 

 

- With CyanogenMod 11S OS, a customized Android OS with 
beautiful user interface 
 

- Offers 5.5 inch with capacitive display and 401 pixel density 
which is outstanding when compared to other devices in market 
at this range 

- No memory card slot to expand memory 
 

- Heavy weight and non-removable battery 
 

- Not resistant against water and dust 
 

- FM radio is not available [13] 
 

Meizu M1 Note 

 

- Dual SIM supportive phone, which is built with quality 
peripherals 
 

- Active noise cancellation with dedicated mic, mobile/video 
editor, document viewer 
 

- Superb performance is superb without lags 

- No Expandable Memory supported 
 

- No FM Radio supported 
 

- Non-removable Battery  
 

- Outdated version of Android [14] 

 

How China Breakout Smartphones Impact the Industrial Landscape  

A survey conducted by Tencent has revealed that the majority of Mainland residents (65.9%) were looking for good 

quality smartphones ranging from ¥1000 to ¥2500 dollars (Exhibit 2), and the main reasons for a higher smartphone 

brand’s churn rate include new version updates (27.0%), search for better user experience (26.6%) respectively 

(Exhibit 3), indicating that even one smartphone has high-level of functionality,  it still need to stand out from the rest 

of the competitions under numerous rounds of price competitions plus marketing campaigns. 

Co-founder of OnePlus Group, Pete Lau, shared his initial vision for stepping in the smartphone business, was to 

revolutionise the whole industry, and bring in new elements that could refresh users experience continuously. Such 

attitude and ambition can also be observed through studying the business activities of the three breakout young stars. 

In just one year time, Meizu Technology Co. Ltd launched four smartphones to the market, while Smartisan T1 4G 

smartphones has already exceeded 122000 of phone sales at the beginning of 2015, and the OnePlus One 

smartphone was available for general sales without invitation in April, 2015. This shows that China smartphone 

developers has successfully put down roots in the country, which also contribute to the sales of newer models. 

 

Next Challenge for China Smartphone Developers 

Comparing to Apple, Samsung, and Xiaomi who sell tens of millions of phones in China each year, the above figures 

may not be that significant [15]. Still, witnessing the increasing popularity of China smartphones is encouraging, and it 

is also a good signal for companies to start thinking about developing more innovative products. Of course the 

momentum of China smartphones will not last forever, and if there are more competitors joining in the market, 

smartphones without add-in functions and new features could possibly be considered as inferior, homogenous goods, 

since the price of China brand phones are not too expensive comparing to iPhones.  

Targeting the international market can be a smart move in the next five years, however, overcoming market barriers 

maybe a pressure test waiting for the challengers. In the start of 2015, Xiaomi devices sales was banned in India due 

to patent spat of Sony Ericsson [16], and its entry to Korea market was also blocked by LG and Samsung, regarding 

legal matters related to sales [17]. Increasing pressure has been put onto China brand smartphones, but it is quite 

interesting to see that nowadays brands like Xiaomi and Huawei has been invading the low-end smartphone market, 

and the traditional big brands are now viewing them as a real threat, queuing for getting into the arena to compete with 

the top brands in the long run.   
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(Exhibit 1):  

 

Neeraj M (2015, April 30). MOBILE Worldwide 
Smartphone Shipments Q1 2015: Samsung Is Back To 
Business. Retrieved from 
http://dazeinfo.com/2015/04/30/worldwide-
smartphone-shipments-q1-2015-samsung-is-back-to-
business/ 
 
Extract: Worldwide smartphone shipments reached 
345 million units in Q1 2015, but what is more 
surprising is the fact that Samsung Group (24.40%) has 
reclaimed the top spot beating Apple Inc (17.90%). 

 

(Exhibit 2):  

 

 

(Exhibit 3):  

 

China Internet Watch. (2015, April 15). 80% 
China’s Mobile Users Rooted Smartphones in 
2014. Retrieved from 
http://www.chinainternetwatch.com/12926/80
-china-smartphone-users-rooted/ 
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